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Liaoning of China Urban Agglomeration Research Base Alliance, Dalian, China
Introduction: Urban human settlements' spatial network structures have

emerged as crucial determinants impacting their health and sustainability.

Understanding the influencing factors is pivotal for enhancing these

settlements. This study focuses on 34 prefecture-level cities in Northeastern

China from 2005 to 2020. It employs a modified gravitational model to establish

spatial relationships among urban human settlements. Social network analysis

techniques, including modularity and the quadratic assignment procedure (QAP)

regression model, are introduced to analyze the network's characteristics and

driving factors.

Methods: A modified gravitational model is applied to create the spatial

association network of urban human settlements. Social network analysis

tools, along with modularity and the QAP regression model, are utilized to

investigate the network's attributes and influencing elements. The study

evaluates the evolution of spatial correlation, network cohesion, hierarchy, and

efficiency.

Results: Throughout the study period, spatial correlation among urban human

settlements in Northeastern China progressively intensified. However, the

network exhibited relatively low density (0.217675), implying limited

interconnectivity among cities. The average network hierarchy was 0.178225,

indicating the need for optimization, while the average network efficiency was

0.714025, reflecting fewer redundant relationships. The analysis reveals the

emergence of a polycentric network pattern with core and sub-core cities like

Shenyang, Dalian, Changchun, Daqing, and Harbin. The urban network

configuration has largely stabilized. The spatial association network showcases

the intertwining of "small groups" and community organizations. Geographic

proximity and merit-based linkages govern feature flow. Measures such as

breaking administrative barriers, reducing flow time and distance, boosting

resident income, and increasing government investment are identified to foster

balanced network development and structural optimization.

Discussion: The research underscores the increasing spatial correlation and

evolving network pattern among urban human settlements in Northeastern

China. Despite the observed strengthening correlation, challenges related to

network cohesion and hierarchy persist. The formation of a polycentric network
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signifies positive progress in urban development. The study highlights the

importance of proximity and merit-based connections for feature flow. The

proposed measures offer pathways to enhance network development and

optimize structure, promoting holistic urban settlement growth and sustainability.
KEYWORDS

human settlements, spatially associative structure, Northeastern China, influencing
factors, feature flow
1 Introduction

Urban human settlements are the external environmental

condition on which urban residents rely for survival and

development, which is closely related to the level of social and

economic development and urban construction level, and is an

important indicator for evaluating the overall quality of a city.

(Steiner, 2004; Hua et al., 2021; Michele, 2022). With the rapid

development of transportation and communication industries, the

cross-regional flow of various factors has been intensified, and the

spatial interaction trend of “flow elements” such as “population

flow, material flow, capital flow, and information flow” is obvious,

which greatly promotes the formation and development of human

settlements networks between cities (Cooper, 2017; Simini et al.,

2021; Guo et al., 2022; Ido and Ayu Sukma, 2023). On one hand, to

obtain greater externality benefits, each city uses its advantages in

human settlements resources and environment and comparative

advantages to merit-based links with other cities in the region

(Hausmann et al., 2021). On the other, the deeper the degree of

embedding of urban human settlements systems in the network, the

smaller the risk of falling into “opportunism”, and the stronger its

initiative and maneuverability (Schrock and Wolf-Powers, 2019).

With the proposal of China’s high-quality development slogan and

the in-depth implementation of the revitalization policy of

Northeast China, the spatial interaction of human settlements has

become prominent under the promotion of various “flow factors”,

and a more complex spatial association network structure has

gradually formed (Nath et al., 2021). From the perspective of the

spatial correlation network of urban human settlements, grasping

its spatial structure characteristics and influencing drivers can

improve the coordinated development of regional cities and

optimize the spatial association structure, which has strong

practical significance (Hong and Xin, 2022).

Human settlements studies were pioneered by C.A. Doxiadis,

who proposed his Ekistics development theory in the 1950s. The

spatial association network of human settlements is a spatial

architecture formed by the cross-regional flow between various

elements of human settlements. It has the function of optimizing

the allocation of human settlements resource elements (Shekhar

et al., 2019). In recent decades, the application of new models and

technical means such as Ucinet, Gephi, GIS, and graph neural
02
networks and the application of big data have further expanded the

research scope of spatial correlation networks of human settlements

(Hashem et al., 2016; Oswald Beiler, 2016; Gama et al., 2020; Bai

et al., 2021; Otero Peña et al., 2022). At present, the research

methods of human settlements mainly use the coupled

coordination model, spatiotemporal geographic weighted

regression (GTWR), exploratory spatiotemporal data analysis

(ESTDA), and interpretation and analysis of night light remote

sensing data (Gontia et al., 2019; Levin et al., 2020; Margherita and

Luca, 2022; Xiao and Hanxue, 2022). The research content mainly

revolves around the quality (Chen et al., 2021), habitability

(Ghasemi et al., 2018), vulnerability (Chen, 2022), and

comprehensive competitiveness (Smith, 2016) of human

settlements and other aspects of comprehensive evaluation

research. At the same time, some scholars have also explored the

mutual relationships and functional mechanisms between the

human settlements and architecture (Baldwin et al., 2011),

neighborhoods (Foster et al., 2019), aging (Punyakaew et al.,

2019), shopping businesses (Khera, 1973), health (Brown et al.,

2018), low carbon emissions (Jan et al., 2013), education (Qi et al.,

2021), security (Magigi and Majani, 2006), and transportation (van

Strien et al., 2018) ;The geographical scale research involves a

relatively broad range of scope, mainly two types: administrative

(regional) geographical scale (Gueguen et al., 2017) and grid (raster)

geographical scale (Ali et al., 2002).

In summary, research on human settlements has yielded fruitful

results, but there is still room for improvement. First of all, the city is

an important “node” in the spatial association network of human

settlements, which is the indispensable aspect in urban network

research. However, existing human settlements research mostly

focuses on the static attributes of urban individuals and not

dynamic network associations, and it is difficult to portray the

“relationship” of the flow of human settlements elements (Marull

et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2020; Boeing, 2021; Runyu et al., 2022).

Secondly, the urban human settlements association network has

strong non-consistency, and the common and different perspectives

of urban human settlements provide new ideas for urban human

settlements research. Existing related research focuses on

geographical proximity and focuses more on individuals, ignores

the organizational structure and spatial evolution law of large regional

scales, and uses the modular model to deeply explore the
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organizational structure and evolution of urban human settlements

spatial association networks, which is beneficial for understanding the

“community” correlation features of urban human settlements

network from a holistic and local perspective. (Xu et al., 2018;

Allen et al., 2022).

This paper conducts research from the following aspects: first, from

the perspective of spatial role and spatial integration, 34 prefecture-level

cities in Northeast China (located in Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning

Provinces) from 2005 to 2020 are used as research objects, and the

evolution of the spatial association network of human settlements as a

whole is investigated. Second, the modularity model is used to analyze

the organizational mode and evolution law of urban human

settlements spatial association networks under a complex network

(Bnaya et al., 2020). Finally, the influence of economic and social

factors on the heterogeneity of urban human settlements association

networks is explored with the help of the quadratic assignment

procedure (QAP) relationship model (Dong and Li, 2022). Under

the background of the policy of revitalization of Northeast China, this

paper objectively evaluates the differences in human settlements in the

three Northeast provinces, promotes the rational allocation of “flow

factors”, and provides a reference for the integrated and coordinated

development of regional human settlements. Furthermore, it optimizes

the network structure of human settlements, improves the network

system, and improves internal balanced and high-quality development

(Shen et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021).

2 Study area and data

2.1 Study area

The provinces of Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang are generally

considered to be the three northernmost provinces in latitude in
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
China, with a latitude and longitude range of 118°E–135°E, 48°N–

55°N. There are 34 prefecture-level cities within the prefecture,

as well as the Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture and

Daxing’anling Prefecture. The three Northeastern provinces of

China generally have a temperate monsoon climate with cold and

long winters. Their terrain is mainly mountainous and plain, rich in

resources, and with a developed industrial system (Figure 1).
2.2 Data sources and processing

Regarding the input data, my research incorporates various

datasets relevant to the urban human settlement environment. These

datasets may include socio-economic indicators, demographic

information, spatial data such as transportation networks, and other

relevant variables. The specific sources and types of data used depend

on the research objectives and availability within the study area. Based

on the principles of reliability, scientificity, and continuity of data, the

indicators selected in this paper are mainly derived from the Liaoning

Statistical Yearbook, Jilin Statistical Yearbook, Heilongjiang Statistical

Yearbook, China Urban Construction Statistical Yearbook, China

Urban Statistical Yearbook, as well as the year-end statistical bulletin

data of prefecture-level cities and the official statistical yearbooks of

prefecture-level cities from 2005 to 2020. Positive indicators, also

known as forward indicators, represent measures that signify

progress, growth, or desirable outcomes. Higher values of these

indicators indicate better performance or evaluation. Positive

indicators are also referred to a benefit-oriented or aspiration-driven

measures. In contrast, negative indicators, also known as inverse

indicators, follow the opposite pattern where smaller values are

considered more favorable or desirable, while larger values are seen

as unfavorable or undesirable. To eliminate the positive and negative
BA

FIGURE 1

Research Area Overview Maps. (A) Administrative Map of China. (B) Administrative Map of the Three Northeastern Provinces.
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impact of statistical unit differences, this paper standardizes the weights

of each index, and the specific operations are as follows:

Positive indicators : Xij =
(xij −MINxj)

MAXxj −MINxj
+ 0:001 (1)

Negative indicators : Xij=
(MAXxj − xij)

MAXxj −MINxj
+ 0:001 (2)

In the formula, Xij represents the standardized values of the jth

year index of i city, and MAXxj and MINxj, respectively, are the

maximum and minimum values in their respective indicators, and

xij is the original value of the index.

2.3 Construction of indicator system

Drawing on existing research achievements and indicator

systems related to the urban human settlements (Xue et al.,

2021). Referring to the new version of the Ministry of Housing

and Urban-Rural Development’s “Evaluation Index System for

Chinese Settlement Environment Award” and the “Guidelines for

the Selection of Themes and Application Materials for the Chinese

Settlement Environment Model Award”, following the principles of

people-oriented and scientific development concepts, starting from

the scientific connotation of human settlements, the comprehensive

evaluation system of human settlements indicators include the five

major systems of human settlements: nature, population, society,

residence, and support (Table 1).
3 Research methods and models

3.1 Modified gravity model

The establishment of relationships in spatial association

networks and the strength of their connections are the basis for
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 04
studying association networks. The spatial network of cities is

defined by establishing connections between cities based on their

geographic proximity or functional relationships. Geographic

proximity refers to the physical distance between cities, while

functional relationships consider factors such as economic ties,

transportation connectivity, and social interactions. The network

can be constructed using various methodologies, such as calculating

distances or determining connectivity based on specific criteria,

depending on the research context and objectives. Existing

correlation models are mostly based on the Granger causality test

and the traditional gravitational model to determine the

relationships, as they do not consider the influence of external

interference factors and or the nonlinear interrelationship between

time series, which has certain drawbacks and low accuracy. The

modified gravitational model is inspired by Newton’s universal

gravitational model and produces a modified model that

considers the law of distance decay and the economic situation of

the city (Marull et al., 2019). Specific model:

Fij = G
HiHj

Dij

mi−mj

� �a ,G =
Mi

Mi +Mj
(3)

Fij represents the gravitational value or connection strength of

the i region and the j region,Hi andHj represent the comprehensive

score of the quality of the human settlements in cities i and j. The

variable Dij represents the time-distance between city i and city j.

This article uses web crawling software to obtain the shortest

driving time between the 34 prefecture-level cities in the three

Northeastern provinces of China from a map application, and the

shortest driving distance represents the time-distance between

cities; G is the gravitational coefficient, Mi and Mj represent the

GDPs of i city and j city,mi andmj represent the per capita GDPs of

i city and j city, respectively, and a is the distance attenuation

coefficient (its usual value is 2).

From the above formula, the spatial correlation intensity matrix

of urban human settlements in the three Northeastern provinces of
TABLE 1 Evaluation Index System and Weighting of Human Settlements in Cities in Northeast China’s Three Provinces.

Target layer
Criteria
layer (Y)

Indicator layer (Z)

Comprehensive
evaluation of
urban human
settlements

Y1Natural
systems
[0.108]

Z1Green coverage in built-up areas[0.005]+, Z2Green space area per capita[0.023]+, Z3Environmental pollution index[0.006]−,
Z4Average annual concentration of inhalable fine particulate matter[0.004]+, Z5PM2.5 mean[0.011]−, Z6Comprehensive utilization
rate of industrial solid waste[0.059]+

Y2Residence
system
[0.229]

Z7Install street lights road length[0.107]+, Z8Mobile phones per 10,000 people[0.015]+, Z9Internet users per 10,000 people[0.042]+,
Z10Gas penetration[0.006]

+, Z11Urban heating area per capita[0.042]+, Z12Per capita household water consumption[0.017]+

Y3Social
systems
[0.159]

Z13There are full-time primary and secondary school teachers per 10,000 people[0.010]+, Z14Number of hospital and health center
beds per 10,000 people[0.018]+, Z15Public transport vehicles per 10,000 people[0.021]+, Z16Number of doctors per 10,000 people
[0.018]+, Z17Number of public toilet seats per 10,000 people[0.055]+, Z18Number of taxis per 10,000 people[0.017]+, Z19Density of
drainage pipes in built-up areas[0.020]+

Y4Human
systems
[0.214]

Z20population density[0.012]−, Z21GDP per capita[0.043]+, Z22The average salary of an employee on the job[0.029]+, Z23Teavrag
Sarari Ben Ann Ploye Te Chaob[0.022]+, Z24Public library collections per 100 people[0.062]+, Z25Savings balance per resident[0.046]

+

Y5Support
system
[0.290]

Z26Proportion of tertiary industry[0.010]+, Z27Per capita investment in fixed assets for urban construction[0.113]+, Z28Industrial
Structure Advancement Index[0.018]+, Z29The proportion of expenditure on science, technology, and education to total expenditure
[0.012]+, Z30Per capita R&D internal expenditure[0.137]+
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China is obtained. Referring to the modified gravity model formula,

since each row of the default matrix of Ucinet software is the city i

emitting the gravitational value to the city j, the average of the

gravitational value of each row is taken as the minimum threshold

of the row. If the Fij value is higher than this minimum threshold, it

is considered that there is a correlation between the two cities, and

in the process of binarization, these two cities are assigned a value of

1, while if it is lower than this threshold, it is assigned a value of 0.
3.2 Network topological indicators

3.2.1 Network density
Network density is a measure of the closeness of connections

between nodes in a network. It represents the ratio between the

actual number of connections and the total number of possible

connections. The calculation method typically involves dividing the

actual number of connections by the total possible number of

connections.

D =
M

N(N � 1)
(4)

N represents the number of network nodes, and M represents

the number of actual existing edges.

3.2.2 Network connectivity
Network connectivity is used to measure the interconnectivity

and interdependence between nodes in a network. Common

calculation methods include degree centrality, betweenness

centrality, and closeness centrality, which evaluate the importance

of nodes in terms of information flow, resource exchange, and social

relationships. (The specific calculation formula will be explained in

detail in the following section.)

3.2.3 Network hierarchy
Network hierarchy describes the hierarchical structure of nodes

in a network. Common calculation methods include degree

difference metrics, hierarchy ratio metrics, and node hierarchy

metrics, which measure the position of nodes in the network and

the complexity of the hierarchical structure.

HD = (Idn�Odn)=Dn (5)

HD represents the Hierarchy Degree, Idn stands for the In-

degree of the node, Odn represents the Out-degree of the node, and

Dn represents the Degree of the node.

3.2.4 Network efficiency
Network efficiency evaluates the efficiency and optimization of

information flow and resource exchange in a network. Common

calculation methods include average path length, clustering

coefficient, and small-worldness, which measure the closeness and

transmission efficiency between nodes in the network.

GE =
1

1
2 N(N � 1)oi≥j

1
dij

(6)
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GE stands for Global Network Efficiency, and N represents the

number of nodes in the network. The distance dij between nodes i

and j is defined as the number of edges on the shortest path

(geodesic path) connecting the two nodes.
3.3 Point-out and point-in degrees

In directed networks, “point-in degree” refers to the total

number of points that point directly to that point, and “point-out

degree” refers to the total number of points that the point is

pointing to. The greater the degree of point outreach, the stronger

the city’s ability to radiate or diffuse externally in the human

settlements association network, and the greater the point-in

degree, the stronger the city’s ability to internal agglomeration in

the human settlements association network.
3.4 Closeness to centrality

If a prefecture-level city in the three Northeastern provinces of

China is a point with a high degree of Closeness to centrality, it

means that the city is closest to any other city, and the city is also in

the center of the spatial location. The Closeness centrality in the

directed network is divided into in-Closeness centrality and out-

Closeness centrality. Closeness centrality can measure the ease of

other cities (nodes) to reach this city by calculating the number of

“edge” towards the city. If the city’s Closeness centrality is higher,

other cities in the human settlements spatial association network

have an easier access to the city. Closeness centrality refers to the

ease with which a city can reach other cities, and the reciprocal of

the sum of the shortest distances from this city to other cities, the

greater the proximity centrality, the easier it is for the city to reach

other cities in the human settlements association network. The

specific model is as follows:

C(u) =
1

on−1
v−1d(u, v)

(7)

u is the city for which Closeness centrality is calculated, n is the

number of all cities in the urban human settlements association

network, d(u,v), is the most convenient path distance between city v

and city u.
3.5 Intermediary center degree

The degree of intermediary centrality reflects the extent to

which a city has become an “intermediary” of two or more cities

and indirectly expresses the intermediary ability and control power

of a city in the network channel related to the human settlements.

The specific model is as follows:

Ci =

2 o
n

i=1,j≠a
o
n

j≠a

daij
dij

m2 − 3m + 2
(8)
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Ci indicates the intermediary centrality of city i, and the larger

Ci indicates that the higher the level of control of the i city in the

human settlements association network, the higher the level of

control of other cities in the human settlements association

network; dij represents the sum of the most convenient paths

from city i to j, and daij is number of cities with the easiest way to

get through the city a.
3.6 Modularity

Modularity can accurately divide communities and detect their

interaction relationship and closeness. It is a commonly used

optimization algorithm in complex association networks (Kirti

et al., 2023). The definition of modularity refers to the proportion

of edges falling in the same community. It is obtained by first

randomly assigning these edges and then obtaining the expected

value (the random allocation of edges is to keep the urban node

degree of each city node unchanged) of the ratio of the total number

of edges in the community to the total number of edges in the

overall spatial network associated with the human settlements

minus the expected value. Specific model:

Q =
1
2noij

(Wij −
vivj
2n

)q(Ci,Cj) (9)

Wij

1, City node i is connected to city node j

0, otherwise

( )
(10)

q(Ci,Cj) =
1,Ci = Cj

0, otherwise

( )
(11)

Q is modularity, n is the number of edges in the human

settlements association network, Wij is the weight value of the

city node i and the city node j, if connected, it is 1, otherwise, it is 0;

vi and vj are the point values of cities I and J, respectively; q(Ci,Cj)

indicates whether the two communities are the same. If they are the

same, it equals 1, otherwise, it equals 0.
3.7 QAP secondary assignment procedure

In this paper, the structure of the human settlements association

network and its driving factors in the three Northeastern provinces

of China are studied, as most of the “Relational data” is prone to

multicollinearity problems and noise effects in traditional regression

models, and the use of traditional econometric models may lead to

bias in the results (Ma et al., 2020). The QAP quadratic assignment

procedure is based on the comparison of a matrix (M) with another

matrix (N1) or a matrix (M) with multiple matrices (N1, N2, N3…

Nx) for correlation and regression analysis, as well as nonparametric

and stratified tests. This method does not require the assumption

that the explanatory variables are independent of each other,

effectively solving the endogenous problem.
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 06
4 Spatial association network
organization model of human
settlements

The accelerated flow of “flow elements” of human settlements

activities and the obvious trend of spatial interaction between

elements have promoted the construction of a spatial association

network system of human settlements. To visually depict the

evolution process and characteristics of spatial correlation

networks, based on the spatial association data of human

settlements in 34 prefecture-level cities, combined with Ucinet,

Gephi, ArcGIS, and other tools, the spatial association networks of

human settlements in the three Northeastern provinces of China

were visualized.
4.1 Characteristics of the overall spatial
association network of human settlements
in the three Northeast provinces of China

The overall characteristics of the spatial association network of

human settlements reflect the structural and topological

characteristics of regional integrated networks, which can help to

better understand the operation mode of the network. This paper

mainly measures network density, network connectivity, network

hierarchy, and network efficiency. (1) The network densities in

2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020 were 0.1889, 0.2041, 0.2513, and 0.2264,

respectively. This shows that the overall tightness of the spatial

association network of human settlements in the three Northeast

provinces of China is low, the overall topology is loose, and the

cooperation space between cities is large. Importantly, the increase

in network density will bring more power and influence to some city

nodes, weakening the robustness and stability of the entire network.

Whether the network density is too high or too low needs to be fully

considered, adjusted, and analyzed according to the specific

situation. (2) The network connectivity for all four years is 1,

meaning that the network is connected, that is, any node in the

network can reach any other via a path. It describes the

relationships between different nodes in the network, including

the degree and betweenness of nodes. They are all connected to each

other by paths, allowing for the study of the overall characteristics of

the urban human settlements spatial association network. There is

no “island city” separated from the network in the spatial

association network of human settlements in the three

Northeastern provinces of China, and the spatial spillover effect is

prominent (3) Network hierarchy is an indicator to measure the

uneven degree of the distribution of urban nodes in the network.

The 34 prefecture-level cities in the three Northeastern provinces of

China show a gradual decrease in network hierarchy over time

(0.4286, 0.1667, 0.0588, 0.0588, in 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020,

respectively), that is, the degree distribution of nodes in the network

gradually tends to become uniform. (4) The network efficiencies in

2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020 are 0.7557, 0.7367, 0.6648, and 0.6989,

respectively. Network efficiency is an indicator of the ability of the

network to transmit information, and high network efficiency
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means that the information transmission between nodes in the

network is more efficient, with low redundancy. From 2005 to 2020

network efficiency shows a decreasing trend. A high network

efficiency indicates that the information transmission between

nodes in the network is more efficient with lower redundancy.

The network efficiency data of the urban human settlements spatial

association network in the three Northeastern provinces of China

shows a slight decrease but still fluctuates in a relatively high range.

The overall redundancy is relatively low, indicating that the

information of the spatial correlation between the urban human

settlements can be transmitted faster in the network.

In summary, by analyzing the overall topology and

characteristics of the spatial association network of human

settlements, a spatial spillover effect and good connectivity can be

detected. However, the shortcomings of loose spatial structure and

the low-level coordinated development trend that tends to be

hierarchical must be considered.
4.2 Evolution characteristics of spatial
association networks of human
settlements in three Northeast
provinces of China

From 2005 to 2020, the number of spatial association network

relationships in prefecture-level cities in the three Northeastern

provinces of China showed an overall upward trend, and the scale of

associated networks continued to expand, breaking through the
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influence of traditional geographical restrictions. The point-out and

point-in degrees between different cities essentially conformed to

the “Position order – the law of scale effect” (Figure 2). However,

due to the complex composition of the spatial association of human

settlements, the organizational methods are different, and the

network connection characteristics are heterogeneous. With the

policy support and the flow of population and various resource

elements, the barriers of geographical proximity and spatial

association between prefecture-level cities have been broken, and

urban residents in the study area have higher requirements for the

construction of and cooperation in the living environment, and the

frequency of interaction has increased accordingly.

The point-out degree and point-in degree represent the city’s

radiation and agglomeration abilities, respectively. The change of

point-in degree in the four time nodes from 2005 to 2020 is

different, the standard deviations of the values are substantial, and

the difference between high and low-value areas is evident.

Shenyang, Dalian, Changchun, Benxi, Panjin, and Daqing tend to

have high points in the four years, indicating that they mainly

receive spillovers from other cities in the spatial correlation network

of human settlements. This is mainly because some of these cities

are provincial capitals or surrounding areas with good ecological

protection, partly due to good economic development and high

infrastructure investment, and partly because the ecological

environmental protection of the region is higher than that of

other regions. Most other cities have a trend of low-value

popularity, indicating that the “siphon effect” of the human

settlements in the three Northeastern provinces of China is
B
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FIGURE 2

Chinese Northeastern Three Provinces Human Settlements Spatial Correlation Network Point-Out Degrees and Point-In Degrees Graphs. (A) Point-
Out Degrees and Point-In Degrees in 2005, (B) Point-Out Degrees and Point-In Degrees in 2010, (C) Point-Out Degrees and Point-In Degrees in
2015, (D) Point-Out Degrees and Point-In Degrees in 2020.
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mainly concentrated in a few cities, and the polarization is obvious,

and the low-value cities need to strengthen cooperation with high-

value areas and increase spillover channels.

However, the numerical standard deviation of the point-out

degree and the point-in degree in the four years is small, and the

overall change trend of the point-out degree in all cities is not

obvious. However, it can be seen that with the change of the year,

most cities in the three Northeastern provinces of China have a small

but considerable expansion trend. This indicates that, overall, the 34

prefecture-level cities in the three Northeastern provinces have an

overflow expansion trend. The underdeveloped areas in the network

such as Qitaihe, Mudanjiang, Tonghua, and Baishan have become

key development cities in terms of point-out degree, indicating that

they are at the edge of the network and need to strengthen their

construction and improve their agglomeration capacity.

The main purpose of closeness centrality (Figure 3) is to evaluate

the importance and influence of nodes relative to other nodes in the

network as an indicator of the magnitude of influence. In the directed

graph, divided into in-closeness centrality and out-closeness centrality,

the average in-closeness centrality in the human settlements association

network of the three Northeastern provinces of China in four years was

46.36925, but the average out-closeness centrality was only 24.12575.

The overall closeness centrality in the network is dominated by in-

closeness centrality, indicating that the interconnection between cities

is based on the main theme of the edge city to the central city, the

greater “In-closeness centrality”, the easier it is for the edge cities to

reach the central city. Shenyang, Dalian, Panjin, Daqing, Changchun,

and Harbin were high “In-Closeness Centrality” in the four years, and

the number of times higher than the average accounted for a relatively
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high proportion of the four years. They played the role of “core

participants” in the spatial association network of human

settlements. Other urban factors flowed to these cities with high

convenience. Out-closeness centrality, Jiamusi, Qitaihe, Jixi, Heihe,

Liaoyuan, Tonghua, Baishan, and other cities comprehensively

compare other cities, and their Out-closeness centrality is higher, it

can be seen that these cities are mostly economically backward areas in

Jilin and Heilongjiang Provinces. Most of the cities are located in

remote areas, the network correlation degree is weak, and they act as a

“marginal actor” in the spatial association network of human

settlements, while the elements in the spatial network flow to the

core cities conveniently.

From the perspective of intermediary centrality (Figure 4), the

average intermediary centrality of the spatial association network of

human settlements was 32.29425 in four years, Shenyang, Dalian,

Daqing, Yichun and Qitaihe were among the highest among all

cities in the number of occurrences higher than the average value of

intermediary centers in four years. This shows that these cities play

the role of “bridge links” in the spatial association network of

human settlements in the three Northeastern provinces of China

and have great dominance over the transmission and flow of factors,

acting as key elements. Hegang, Mudanjiang, and Heihe ranked

high among all cities in terms of frequency below the average

intermediary centrality in the four years, mainly because they were

economically backward, in a “dominated” position, and had a weak

sense of presence in the network.

From the perspective of the characteristics of the spatial association

network of human settlements (Figure 5), the total value of network

correlation in the four years increased with time. The overall network
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FIGURE 3

Chinese Northeastern Three Provinces Human Settlements Spatial Correlation Network In-Closeness Centrality and Out-Closeness Degree Graphs.
(A) In-Closeness Centrality and Out-Closeness Degree in 2005, (B) In-Closeness Centrality and Out-Closeness Degree in 2010, (C) In-Closeness
Centrality and Out-Closeness Degree in 2015, (D) In-Closeness Centrality and Out-Closeness Degree in 2020.
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structure in the four years was relatively close, showing a “V-shaped”

radial spatial pattern radiating to Changchun, Daqing, Harbin, and

other cities with Shenyang andDalian as the core. The connection form

of the network was “solidified” and tended to be stable. The network

connection characteristics change to the unbalanced and polycentric

development stage, and the close connection degree in the southern

region is much higher than that in the northern region, it can be seen

that with time, the degree of flow and agglomeration of spatial elements

of the human settlements deepens, and the outward radiation is

relatively small. The reasons are that the overall social and economic

development of the three Northeastern provinces of China is uneven,

the population outflow is serious, the region is dominated by heavy

industry, and industrial upgrading is slow. Comparing the spatial

correlation network of urban human settlements in different years, it

is not difficult to find that the evolution of urban network patterns in

the three Northeastern provinces of China has certain characteristics of

temporal and spatial heterogeneity. Network hierarchy is obvious, the

central and southern Liaoning region has gradually become the center

of network connection, and there is a certain diffusion trend in the later

stage with the deepening of the connection intensity, although the

overall situation is still agglomeration.
4.3 Identification of human settlements
spatial association networks in three
Northeastern provinces of China

The Gephi modularity model, identifying the spatial association

networks of urban human settlements, was used to understand the

organization, function, and evolution of the network and study the
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heterogeneity and dynamics of the urban spatial association network

(Figure 6). In 2005 and 2010, three major community groups were

roughly formed, with Shenyang, Dalian, Daqing, and Panjin as their

main members. In the early years of 2005, the three major community

groups were divided by geographical proximity and strong regional

orientation as the main basis for the division of “factions”. It is worth

noting that Jilin Province did not form its own factions, and most cities

merged with Daqing or Shenyang and Dalian as the core community

groups. The Panjin Society is a small, independent community group. In

2010, the three mainstream community groups were further refined into

Shenyang as the core association, Dalian as the core association and

Daqing as the core association. The division of community group

ownership was clearer, and the small Panjin community group

disappeared and was integrated into the Dalian community. At this

stage, the eight prefecture-level cities in Jilin Province have still not

formed their own “factions”.

In 2015 and 2020, the basic community group structure of

Shenyang and Dalian (“Shenda” community group), Changchun

community group, Daqing community group, and Panjin

community group was roughly formed. In mid-2015, Changchun

gradually separated from the Daqing and “Shenda” community

groups and established a new network community group. The

number of members in the Daqing community group decreased

slightly, indicating that the network cohesion of the Daqing

community group was weakened. The Dalian community group

gradually merged with the Shenyang community from the previous

independent faction and established a dual-core community

structure. In 2020, the number of members in the Changchun

and Panjin community groups increased slightly, the number of

members in the “Shenda” community group also increased slightly,
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FIGURE 4

Intermediary Centre Degrees in the Human Settlements Spatial Correlation Network of China's Northeastern Three Provinces. (A) Intermediary
Centre Degrees in 2005, (B) Intermediary Centre Degrees in 2010, (C) Intermediary Centre Degrees in 2015, (D) Intermediary Centre Degrees in
2020.
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and the number of members in the Daqing community group

decreased significantly, indicating that the overall structure of the

community network was stable, with small changes in some areas,

being relatively stable. With time, the members of the community

flow, infiltrate, and overlap each other, and the hierarchical division

of the network community tends to be reasonable.

In summary, the common characteristics mainly include the

following aspects: the four years of human settlements spatial

association network have formed community with main cities as

the core, and the core members of the community are mainly

provincial capitals, sub-provincial cities, sub-central cities of the

province, and cities with good ecological protection, while the

geographical orientation is obvious. The main characteristics of

the difference are the internal structure of the community group

with Changchun as the core is relatively weak. With time, the

internal structure changes are obvious, and the network structure is

unstable. The intensity of community connections in spatially
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 10
association networks gradually increases, and the network

boundaries become increasingly blurred with time.
5 Influencing factors of spatial
correlation networks of human
settlements in three Northeast
provinces of China

5.1 Indicator selection and relational
regression model setting

In essence, the spatial association network of human

settlements is essentially a relationship network, and the use of

conventional econometric models to compare and study

relationships is difficult. The QAP model overcomes the weakness
B
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FIGURE 5

Evolution of Spatial Correlation Networks in the Human Settlements of China's Northeastern Three Provinces. (A) Evolution of Spatial Correlation
Networks in 2005, (B) Evolution of Spatial Correlation Networks in 2010, (C) Evolution of Spatial Correlation Networks in 2015, (D) Evolution of
Spatial Correlation Networks in 2020.
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of traditional econometric models and constructs a difference

matrix to explain the relational data by comparing the absolute

values of matrix differences (see Ma et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2021 for

relevant literature). In our research, we chose 2020 as the data

acquisition time point. This choice was made because 2020

represents the most recent year in our study, and the data

collected at this time point have higher timeliness and

representativeness. By selecting indicators at the last time point

for the analysis of influencing factors, we can better reflect the

current state and development trends of the urban human

settlement environment correlation networks. Considering the

actual situation of the three Northeastern provinces of China, six

levels were specially selected for measurement: administrative

division, geographical distance, economic situation, urban

construction investment, city scale, and degree of openness. The

absolute value of the difference between variables is selected at each
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 11
level to construct the QAP relationship model (Table 2). The

specific model is as follows:

Rm = k0 + k1X1 + k2X2 +…k7X7 (9)

where Rm represents the dependent variable urban human

settlements spatial association network, k0 is the constant term,

k1~k7 is the model coefficient, and X1~X7 is the independent

variable index and explanatory factor.

The independent variable contains: (1) Administrative

divisions. Generally speaking, the Chinese government uses the

administrative region under its jurisdiction as the boundary for

policy formulation and economic, trade, and cultural exchanges.

Members within the same administrative region have common

characteristics, and it is easy to form a cooperation mechanism.

Membership within the same administrative region is assigned a

value of 1, and membership between different administrative
TABLE 2 The Driving Factors of the Spatial Correlation Network of Human Settlements for Two Individuals.

Dependent variable Independent variable Independent variable indicators

Spatial association network matrix of urban
human settlements

Administrative divisions Administrative district boundary 0 or 1 matrix(X1)

Geographical distance
The difference in shortest driving distance between

cities(X2)

Economic conditions

The difference between the proportion of the tertiary
industry in GDP(X3)

GDP per capita difference(X4)

Urban construction investment
The difference in investment in fixed assets in urban

construction(X5)

city scale The difference between the total population(X6)

Degree of openness to the outside world
The difference in the value of imports and exports of

goods(X7)
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FIGURE 6

Spatial Community Groups in the Human Settlements Spatial Correlation Network of China's Northeastern Three Provinces. (A) Spatial Community
Groups in 2005, (B) Spatial Community Groups in 2010, (C) Spatial Community Groups in 2015, (D) Spatial Community Groups in 2020.
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regions is assigned a value of 0(X1). (2) Geographical distance.

Geographical proximity can reduce the cost of factor flow,

communication, and coordination, alleviate spatial friction to a

certain extent, improve the efficiency of network connection, and

select the shortest driving distance (X2) between prefecture-level

cities to characterize the geographical distance. (3) Economic

conditions. The human settlements is affected by the economy,

and the economic development gap affects the direction of factor

flow. The downturn in the real estate market during the economic

depression and the postponement of urban renewal plans may lead

to a decline in living conditions. On the contrary, when the

economy is prosperous, more resources will be used to improve

the living environment, such as public facilities construction,

greening renovation, etc. (Yiran et al., 2023). In this paper, the

difference between the proportion of the tertiary industry to GDP is

selected (X3), along with GDP per capita difference (X4), to

characterize disparities in economic conditions between cities.

(4) Urban construction investment. The more adequate the

investment in urban construction, the higher the level of urban

infrastructure, public services, and environmental governance,

thereby improving the living conditions and living environment

of urban residents. On the contrary, if the investment in urban

construction is insufficient, the city’s infrastructure and public

services will not meet the needs of urban residents, and pollution

and environmental problems may also be aggravated, which will

have a negative impact on the living environment. The difference

between fixed asset investment in urban construction is used to

characterize the level of urban construction (X5). (5) City scale.

Relevant studies have shown that the larger the city, the more

resilient the human settlements. Use the difference in total

population to characterize the scale of a city (X6). (6) Degree of

openness to the outside world. Opening up can promote the city’s

cultural diversification and international exchanges, improve the

attractiveness and vitality of the city, and enhance its overall quality

and living environment. The difference between the import and

export value of goods (X7) is selected for characterization.
5.2 QAP correlation analysis and
regression analysis

With the help of the QAP correlation analysis in Ucinet

software, it is concluded that six influencing factors, including

administrative district boundaries, shortest driving distance

difference between cities, per capita GDP difference, urban

construction fixed asset investment difference, total population

difference, and import and export difference of goods, all passed

the 1% significance test, and only the difference in the proportion of

tertiary industry to GDP failed the significance test, indicating that

the development of the tertiary industry has no significant impact

on the formation of the spatial association network of human

settlements. The other six indicators significantly affected the

formation and development of spatially linked networks. The

correlation coefficient of the shortest driving distance difference

between cities is significantly negatively correlated, indicating that

geographical proximity and close distance together are important
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reasons for spatial correlation and spatial spillover. The differences

in administrative boundaries, per capita GDP, investment in fixed

assets in urban construction, total population, and import and

export of goods are all significantly positively correlated, indicating

that these five factors promote the formation of urban human

settlements spatial association networks in the three Northeast

provinces of China.

In QAP regression analysis, the influence of multicollinearity of

independent variables on the regression results is avoided. Then the

number of random substitutions is set to 5000. The first regression

was performed, and the R-squared coefficient was 0.382, indicating

that the spatial correlation network of urban human settlements in

the three Northeastern provinces of China was explained by 38.2%

by seven independent variables. The differences between the

proportions of tertiary industry in GDP, between total

populations, and between import and export volume of goods

were not significant. The differences between total populations

were negative, indicating that the industrial structure, city scale,

and foreign exchange do not sufficiently explain the spatial network.

The differences between the boundary of administrative districts

and the difference in per capita GDP both passed the 1%

significance level test and were positive, indicating that the

common language and logical thinking within the same

administrative region can reduce the cost of factor flow and

strengthen the network connection. Furthermore, the formation

of networks in areas with good economic development levels is also

conducive to the formation of networks. The difference between

urban construction fixed asset investment passed the 10%

significant level test and was also positive, indicating that the

interpretation of urban construction level in the influence of

human settlements spatial association network is not as strong as

that of administrative division and economic conditions, but it still

had a certain impact on the spatial correlation network of urban

human settlements in the three Northeastern provinces of China.

The shortest driving distance difference between cities passed the

1% significance level test and was negative, indicating that

geographical proximity can effectively alleviate spatial friction and

promote the flow between features.

Due failing the significance test in the first regression analysis,

5000 substitutions were selected by eliminating the non-significant

index, the second stepwise regression was carried out, and the R-

Squared coefficient was adjusted to 0.380. The spatial association

network of human settlements in the three Northeast provinces of

China showed that the explanatory degree of the four independent

variables was 38.2%. The difference in explanatory degree from the

first regression analysis was minimal, indicating that the excluded

indicators had almost no explanatory power on the spatial

association network of human settlements in the region. The

stepwise regression coefficient and the first regression coefficient

did not change significantly, and their significance did not change.

Measures such as breaking the barriers of administrative regional

restrictions, shortening the communication distance between cities,

increasing people’s income levels, and increasing government

investment in urban construction infrastructure projects are

important means to improve the spatial connection and

networking level of urban human settlements in the three
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Northeastern provinces of China and their coordinated and

integrated development (Table 3).
6 Discussion and conclusions

6.1 Discussion

From the perspective of spatial interconnection and spatial

interaction, this paper shows that although the spatial correlation

network of urban human settlements in the three Northeastern

provinces has certain hierarchical characteristics and geographical

directionality, there is still a significant “Matthew effect”, which is

detrimental to underdeveloped areas and cities with a poor urban

ecological environment (Tian et al., 2022). Based on the above

conclusions, the following optimization paths are proposed:

(1) Optimizing the allocation of human settlements resources and

promoting the integrated development of human settlements spatial

association. The urban human settlements network advocates the

concept of balanced and coordinated development (Wu et al.,

2021). However, there is still a lack of coordination in the spatial

correlation structure of urban human settlements in the three

Northeastern provinces of China. Shenyang, Dalian, Changchun,

Daqing, Panjin, Harbin, and other cities are show significantly

better coordination than other cities, although the marginal cities

are connected to them but have not yet fully integrated into them.

In the future, it is necessary to further adjust the radiation capacity

and driving role of the core cities of the human settlements spatial

association network to promote the spatial dislocation of human

settlements. (2) People-oriented measures should improve the

income levels and happiness index of urban residents (Dong and

Liu, 2022; Zhaoqiang and Zhiguang, 2022). Increased income levels

can lead to improved accessibility and mobility within the urban

area, which may enhance interactions and connectivity between

cities. Higher incomes can also stimulate economic growth and
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development, attracting investments and fostering infrastructural

improvements, which in turn can positively impact the network

structure of the urban human settlement environment. The

government should adopt an active employment policy and a

reasonable monetary policy to stimulate the vitality of the market

economy, thereby increasing the government’s fiscal revenue, and

further increasing investment in fixed assets in the construction of

cities in marginal and underdeveloped areas through fiscal transfer

payments and other means. (3) Regions should eliminate barriers to

factor flow, weaken the binding force of administrative boundaries

and geographical distances, replace individualized development

with networked development, and promote the high-quality

integrated development of the three Northeastern provinces

of China.

This paper comprehensively and objectively integrates the

comprehensive evaluation index system of human settlements

into urban spatial association networks, which has strong

practical and theoretical significance. However, this paper does

not focus on human settlements research on human feelings, such

as the cultural richness and natural suitability of human settlements

and the satisfaction of their residents. The data can be deeply mined

from these perspectives in the future to supplement and improve

our study. Due to length limitations, this article selects the driving

factors of the spatial correlation network of human settlements in

previous research and combines the current situation of urban

human settlements in three Northeastern provinces of China,

exploring the driving factors of its spatial association network

from 7 index levels at 6 levels and leading to certain limitations.
6.2 Conclusions

The present work analyzes the comprehensive evaluation data

of urban human settlements in the three Northeastern provinces of

China from 2005 to 2020 and uses the network degree model (point
TABLE 3 Analysis of Influencing Factors on the Spatial Correlation Network of Human Settlements in the Three Provinces of Northeast China.

Independent variable

QAP correlation analysis QAP regression analysis
QAP stepwise

regression analysis

Correlation
coefficient

P
value

Regression
coefficient

P
value

Regression
coefficient

P
value

Administrative district boundary 0 or 1 matrix 0.255*** 0.000 0.152*** 0.000 0.150*** 0.001

The difference in shortest driving distance between
cities

−0.275*** 0.000 −0.181*** 0.000 −0.175*** 0.000

The difference between the proportion of the
tertiary industry in GDP

0.004 0.439 0.039 0.112

GDP per capita difference 0.539*** 0.000 0.506*** 0.000 0.517*** 0.000

The difference in investment in fixed assets in
urban construction

0.274*** 0.003 0.114* 0.090 0.054* 0.097

The difference between the total population 0.215*** 0.009 −0.085 0.108

The difference in the value of imports and exports
of goods

0.335*** 0.000 0.024 0.250
front
The first regression analysis R2 = 0.382, adjusted R2 = 0.380; *, **, **** means that the significance level test of 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 is passed
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centrality, closeness centrality, intermediary centrality), modularity,

QAP correlation regression model, and other methods to explore

the spatial association network structure and the influencing factors

of urban human settlements in the three Northeastern provinces of

China. The main conclusions are as follows:
Fron
(1) From the perspective of the characteristics of the overall

spatial association network, the four dimensions of network

density, network connectivity, network level, and network

efficiency in the three Northeastern provinces of China

show different development directions. With time, the

overall network density increases, network connectivity

remains stable and unchanged, network hierarchy

decreases, and network efficiency decreases. The spatial

association network develops in the direction of a

balanced and closed network, the accessibility of each

node city in the network is better, and the hierarchical

division between cities tends to be rationalized.

(2) From the perspective of individual spatial association

network characteristics, urban network nodes show

obvious regional differences. Shenyang, Dalian, Panjin,

Changchun, Daqing, Harbin, and other cities are in the

core position of the network and have a high dominance in

the network related to human settlements. Shenyang,

Dalian, Daqing, Yichun, and Qitaihe play the role of

intermediary hubs in the network. Therefore, Shenyang

and Dalian are not only in the core position but also act as

intermediary hubs, and cannot be ignored in the individual

spatial association network. Most prefecture-level cities

have a low status in the network and are in a passive

position.

(3) With time, the community structure of “Shenda

community groups”, “Panjin community groups”,

“Daqing community groups” and “Changchun

community groups” with Shenyang and Dalian as the

core has gradually formed, as detected through the

identification of community groups through modularity.

The network of various community groups are constantly

overlapping and intertwining, and the “faction” hierarchy

in the community structure has gradually become balanced

and scientific

(4) According to the analysis results of QAP influencing

factors, except for the proportion of tertiary industry to

GDP, the other six indicators have a significant correlation

with the spatial correlation network of urban human
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settlements in the three Northeastern provinces of China.

However, in the spatial correlation regression model, the

administrative district boundary, per capita GDP, and

urban construction fixed asset investment all show a

significant positive impact, the shortest driving distance

between cities shows a significant negative impact, the other

three indicators are not significant, and the response

mechanism and response effect of the urban human

settlements spatial association network in the three

Northeastern provinces of China must be improved and

strengthened.
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